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TALA LEE-TURTON PRODUCTIONS
Presents

INTRODUCTION
Where are the rounded, nuanced
interpretations of the female ballet
dancer and, equally, where are they
in popular culture?

The concept for No Time Like The
Present arose during the pandemic. In
the midst of the UK’s first lockdown in
the Spring and Summer of 2020, I
wondered what the future held for
performing arts and the ballet industry.
Simultaneously, I felt the sector I have
been part of for six years might be able
to move into innovative new arenas as a
result of the pandemic-induced
limitations suddenly placed upon it.

However, I was unaware that No
Time Like The Present would
manifest itself as a direct response
to this. As the work’s purpose
emerged, the pressure to deliver has
grown. And so has the scope! I spent
a good two years fundraising and
pulling together the beautiful
creative and operational team that
have put their souls into the
production. I thank them all from
the bottom of my heart.

My invitation to you, the audience, is
to immerse yourself in the music,
movement and natural, vibrant
surroundings. I hope the work
connects with you and encourages
you to delve further into the five
I began to think of where and how I could female subjectivities you are
dance for audiences again. The idea of an experiencing in this present.
outdoor performance began to take
I’d love to hear your feedback too;
shape, one whereby ballet conventions,
there will be chance to tell me in
and how they are perceived by
person after the performance or you
audiences, can be challenged; a space
can get in touch via email
where ballet can be experienced, not
simply viewed. That notion became what info@talaleeturton.com or on my
Instagram @talaleeturton
you are here to see today.
The process of creating No Time Like The
Present has been insightful and has
pushed me to my limits. I have always
been interested in female representation
in dance, particularly within the ballet
world that holds the ballerina as the
pinnacle of a performance, yet constrains
her within spectacle and superficiality.

Most of all, I hope you enjoy our
performance. Thank you for coming
to watch.
Tala Lee-Turton
Creative Producer and Dancer
Tala Lee-Turton Productions
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CREATIVE TEAM
Creative Producer
Tala Lee-Turton
Choreographer
Zhongjing Fang
Artistic Adviser and Rehearsal Director
Katya Bourvis
Dancers
Gabrielle De Souza Jacquet
Winnie Dias Pinto
Tala Lee-Turton
Lowri Shone
Ena Yamaguchi
Composer
Grace Stubbings
Costume designer (main costumes)
Kira Elise Fridericia
Costume co-designer and maker
Alice Ortona Coles
Creative photographer
Xenia Bakshinskaya
Comperes
Trisha Cooper and Sile Sibanda
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PRODUCTION AND EVENTS TEAM
Events management
Wentworth Woodhouse Preservation Trust
Galvin Events Ltd. (Dance in the Gardens)
Production Management
Wentworth Woodhouse Preservation Trust
Sara Turton
Assistant Production Manager
Silvia Carradori (Dance in the Gardens)
Tom Lee
Stage and Sound
Limelight Presentation Systems
Marketing and PR
Wentworth Woodhouse Preservation Trust
Neil Anderson Media (Dance in the Gardens)
Ticketing and web design
Wentworth Woodhouse Preservation Trust
Effective Online Marketing (Dance in the Gardens)
Disability consultant
Tim Wheeler
Evaluation
SAINT Consultancy Services
Stewards
Volunteers from Wentworth Woodhouse Preservation Trust
Sheffield Botanical Gardens – Wendy Adams, Helen Brown,
Sue Densley, Helen Peake, Rachel Simpson, Pam Turton, Lois
Wong.
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PERFORMANCES 2022
Friday 19th August Wentworth Woodhouse
Saturday 20th August Wentworth Woodhouse
Sunday 21st August Wentworth Woodhouse

Wednesday 24th August Dance in the Gardens,
Sheffield Botanical Gardens
Thursday 25th August Dance in the Gardens,
Sheffield Botanical Gardens

Friday 26th August Wentworth Woodhouse
Saturday 27th August Wentworth Woodhouse
Sunday 28th August Wentworth Woodhouse

Ambient soundscape from 6:30pm, performance starts at
7:00pm, 7:45pm Q&A with Tala and the creative team on
selected dates.
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ABOUT NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT
No Time Like The Present is a

dance

and music experience

presented
in the beautiful green spaces of South
Yorkshire. The one act ballet is a
female-led production, created and
performed by a diverse team.
You will encounter five dancers
performing to a synth pop score
composed specifically for the
production, running for 40 minutes
without a break.

The production is an

international

partnership

between South
Yorkshire-born dancer and graduate of
the Bolshoi Ballet Academy, Moscow,
Tala Lee-Turton, with choreographer
and Soloist of American Ballet
Theatre, Zhongjing Fang. The creative
team have worked with companies
including Matthew Bourne’s New
Adventures, English National Ballet,
Hamburg Ballet, Stuttgart Ballet,
Aalto Ballett Essen and Ballett
Dortmund.

eight
standalone chapters, each set
The work comprises of

to its own track, linked together in a
continuous score. Below are
descriptions of what the creative team
were thinking about when we created
this work.
Please have a read and join in the

question and answer session
The five dancers express their inner
realities as women; each of these
narratives is distinct and suggests that
there is no time like the present to

understand women as
individuals.
The production is set in the “present”
but recognises that before and after
what is being performed here today
exists a past and a future for
each of these women. No Time like The
Present is an invitation to be part of
their experience.

at the end of each performance to let
us know how you interpret the
chapters.

We invite you to
immerse yourself in
the music, movement
and surroundings!
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Chapter 1 - What are we
teaching our girls?
Listen out for the recurring lyrical
motif, throughout the entire work; it is
a call to recognise the contradictions in
what it means to be a women today.
Can we embrace the many facets of
womanhood and how do we negotiate
the demands placed upon us. What are
we teaching our girls?

Chapter 3 – Lowri
Lowri performs a façade in order to be
accepted but she cannot hide moments
of vulnerability. She plays with the
rhythm of the music to put on a show,
alluding to performance in life as well
as onstage. The rest of the dancers
symbolise her consciousness, especially
her fragility and doubt.

Chapter 4 – Ena
Ena’s solo begins with restricted
Chapter 2 – Rituals
movement as she tries to fit in, but
more fluid
Each dancer explores what their daily
movement
routines and lived experiences say
suggests a
about them. Are we who we are
because of what truer self. Her
movements
we do? Do our
habits and rituals embody
free or constrain moments in
time that
us? Are our
identities drawn have shaped
from our ways of her; we see
her ricochet
life or from
between
something else
different
entirely? The
moods as she strives to overcome
dancers use
adversity. She asks, can we challenge
gestures, returned to throughout the
whole performance, to ask themselves conventional perceptions so we can
truly be ourselves?
these questions.
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Chapter 5 – Bela
Bela’s movement evokes memories of
dancing with her Mum in the kitchen,
listen out for the music’s salsa beat.
The audience is invited to share in this
joy and care-free sense of self as the
Chapter transitions into a duet. The
two dancers interact with each other
like a living mirror, exploring how the
way we see ourselves is reflected back
to us both literally in the mirror and by
the people we see around us.

Chapter 7 – Tala
To Tala, womanhood means many
different things. She draws upon the
different aspects of her identity - her
dual heritage and working class-origin
background. She believes that we have
the right to take up space and be proud
of who we are, without being
undermined and without fear of
consequences.

Chapter 6 – Winnie
Look for the circular and angular
movements that suggest that there are
multiple, even
opposing,
qualities to
Winnie’s
personality.
She both
supports her
peers and
empowers
them, gaining
their respect with her quiet intensity.
This is not arbitrary girl power, it is
female strength in all its complexity.

Chapter 8 – A time like the
present
Concluding this work, we acknowledge
that there is no time like the present to
recognise that a woman is more than a
fixed image in time and space - she is a
whole history. To teach our girls this, is
to celebrate it.
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BIOGRAPHIES
Tala Lee-Turton, Creative Producer, Dancer
Tala Lee-Turton is a freelance dancer and
creative producer. She trained at the Bolshoi
Ballet Academy,
Moscow,
becoming the
third British
female to
graduate in its
then 245-year
history in 2016.
Tala has danced
with companies
including
English National Ballet and Astrakhan State
Theatre of Opera and Ballet.
Zhongjing Fang, Choreographer

Tala’s repertoire includes soloist roles in the
classics such as Swan Lake, Giselle,
Nutcracker, Romeo and Juliet and Don
Quixote. She has also danced in neo-classical
works such as Waltz of the White Orchids, Piaf
and Andrei Rublev.
Tala is now collaborating with artists in the
dance, film and music industries to produce
work that will engage new audiences through
Tala Lee-Turton Productions. Her productions
include the short dance film, Chinese Laundry,
which premiered at We Wonder Noir, Follow
the White Rabbit and her seminal No Time Like
The Present, originally performed as a research
and development piece at Wentworth
Woodhouse in 2021.

Zhongjing joined ABT Studio Company in 2002,
progressing into the main Company in 2003 and
was promoted to Soloist in 2018. Her
repertoire includes classical work by George
Balanchine and Alexei Ratmansky.

Her choreographic work includes The Final
Frame, Song Before Spring, Le Femme, Painted
Within, Surround and Where We Go. She was
selected for the 2019 ABT Incubator as part of
the company’s
programme for
choreographic
talent.
Zhongjing
created
Perspective, as
part of ABT’s
innovative
Moving Stories
Film Festival.
Most recently, she created Letters To My
Younger Self for Northern Ballet.

Katya Bourvis, Artistic Advisor/Rehearsal
Director

Essen, Ballett Dortmund and the Royal Opera
House.

Zhongjing trained at the Shanghai Ballet School
and graduated with a major in ballet from the
Performing Arts College of Shanghai Drama
University. She has won the Prix de Lausanne,
the Rudolf Nureyev Foundation Prize at the
Ninth International Ballet Competition in Paris,
the Helsinki International Ballet Competition
and the Shanghai International Ballet
Competition.

Katya is a
choreographer,
movement
director and
dance artist.
She trained at
English National
Ballet.
Katya has an
extensive
performance
career with companies including English
National Ballet, Stuttgart Ballet, Aalto Ballett

Katya was awarded a Sadler’s Wells Artist
Residency in 2021. As a movement director and
choreographer across award winning editorial
and film. She has directed and choreographed
two dance films, What are We Doing, featured
on Girls in Film and, Myrrha, featured on Schön
Magazine and Minute Shorts.
In her own choreographic work she uses visual
art and sound design to creatively explore
contemporary experience. She is currently
directing and choreographing a series of her
own dance films.
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Gabrielle De Souza Jacquet, Dancer
Gabrielle is a professional freelance dancer.
She trained at Rambert School of Ballet and
Contemporary Dance and Elmhurst Ballet
School.
Whilst at Rambert School, Gabrielle performed
works by Jose Agudo and Robbie Ordona at The
Linbury Theatre. She has also performed solos
by Arielle Smith, Jason Mabana and Nicole
Guarino.
Gabrielle has most recently performed in The
Car Man at the Royal Albert Hall with Matthew
Bourne’s New Adventures, and danced in
Winnie Dias Pinto, Dancer
Winnie is a freelancer dancer, choreographer
and movement director. She began her studies
in Brazil at
CEFAR and
Compasso
Academia de
Dança,
continuing her
training at
Akademie des
Tanzes
Mannheim,
where she
received her
M.A. in Dance and Stage Performance.

Matthew Bourne’s Nutcracker! UK tour
2021/22. Gabrielle was also in a music video
for Client_03.
Gabrielle looks
forward to
working with
choreographer
Zhongjing Fang
again following
the research and
development for
No Time Like the
Present by Tala
Lee-Turton Productions in 2021.
with Ballet du Rhin and the German National
Youth Ballet directed by John Neumeier and
Kevin Haigen. She went on to work
internationally with companies such as The
Hamburg Ballet, English National Ballet,
Poluninink Company and Opernhaus Zurich.
Her latest performances include theatre piece
the Mysterious Princess in collaboration with
Philharmonie Luxembourg; the world premiere
of Romeo and Juliet by Johan Kobborg,
performed at the Arena di Verona and Royal
Albert Hall; The Little Red and the Wolf
performed at the Zaradye Hall in Moscow and
Awakenings the debut stage production by
McNicol Ballet Collective in London. Winnie
danced in the research and development for No
Time Like The Present in 2021.

Winnie began her career as an apprentice with
the Staatsballet Kalsruhe, and then worked
Lowri Shone, Dancer
Lowri is a professional freelance ballet dancer.
She attended Tring Park School for the
Performing Arts before moving to English
National Ballet School to complete her
training.
Lowri premiered the role of Young Clara in
English National Ballet's 'The Nutcracker'
choreographed by Wayne Eagling whilst in
training. Lowri’s work experience includes My
First Ballet: Coppelia with English National
Ballet, Disney’s The Nutcracker and the Four
Realms, Faust at the Royal Opera House,

Inala in the West End and soloist roles with
Brecon Festival Ballet and Garsington Opera.
Key choreographers Lowri has worked with
include Mark
Baldwin, Helen
Pickett, Liam
Scarlett and
Zhonging Fang.
Lowri danced in
the research and
development for
No Time Like
The Present in
2021.
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Ena Yamaguchi, Dancer
Ena is a freelance dance artist based in the UK
and also a co-founder of Dancers Network JP.
She graduated
from Tring Park
School for the
Performing Arts
and began her
career at
Chrysalis London
under the
direction of
Jodie Blemings,
touring the UK
with shows including Lilith and Rise and also
performing for London Fashion Week.
Grace Stubbings, Composer

Ena has also worked with companies such as
Alexander Whitley Dance, Corey Baker Dance,
FUBUNATION, Keneish Dance and Holly Noble
Dance and performed for choreographers such
as Jon Beney, Layla Ellison, Marion Motin,
Melody Squire and Renako McDonald. She had
her debut on West End performing The King
and I and continued touring internationally.
Ena has appeared in several large-scale video
productions including The King and I, Leaders
of a New Regime for Nowness, Lorde and
COP26, Levi’s global advertisement and 118
118 Money advertisement. Recently she was
involved in a mass performance with local
communities at Rochester Castle, directed by
Nancy Hirst.

Grace plays synthesizer in the alt-rock band
Venus Grrrls. She has performed alongside
bands such as All Time Low, Bloxx, and

Radio 6,
Amazing Radio,
and a variety of
BBC Introducing
shows across
the UK. In June
2021, she
received a
Sound and
Music COVID-19
Composer
Award.

Kira Elise Fridericia, Costume Designer

direction and communication.

Grace composed and recorded the ambient
soundscape and score. Grace is an
experimental dream-pop music producer from
Hartlepool. She studied at Leeds Conservatoire
and was awarded a BA first-class honours in
Music (Production).

Kira designed
costumes for
the dancers
and
promotional
material and
concept mood
and colour
boards for
design,
Alice Ortona Coles, Costume Co-designer and
Maker
Alice is a choreographer, dancer and costume
maker and designer. She trained at London
Contemporary Dance School and the California
Institute of the Arts.
As a dancer, Alice has has worked in Italy,
Germany and the UK, performing in works by
choreographers such as Marie Chouinard, Holly
Blakey and Xavier Le Roy. Since 2021, Alice has
been creating dance with Synne Lundesgaard
which focuses strongly on costume and design.

Kira worked with different collaborators while
studying for a Bachelors degree at Copenhagen
School of Technology and Design. She received
a full scholarship to study Fashion at Sheffield
Hallam University and is about to embark on
her final year of study.
Kira worked as a Design Assistant at the
Copenhagen brand HUNKØN. She also works as
an independent designer.
Their first work,
Bodies of Water
was premiered
at the Totally
Thames Festival
2021. Their
latest work
STILL CHANGES,
inspired by
Ovid’s
Metamorphoses
premiered in
London in 2022.
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Xenia Bakshinskaya, Creative Photographer
Xenia is a professional photographer, model
and
photography
studio owner
based in
Sheffield. She
trained at Perm
Ballet College in
Russia and then
moved to the
UK and gained a
Choreography
degree at York
St. John University and a masters degree in
Trisha Cooper, Compere
Trisha Cooper is a BBC Broadcaster working
across Yorkshire. Originally from Manchester,
she trained as a dancer before studying
languages and working in Italy for 2 years.
Now living in Sheffield, she has worked with
Danceworks UK, hosting international
contemporary dance companies.
Trisha is the face of the Sheffield International
Concert Season, as well as interviewing writers
for the Off The Shelf Literature Festival. She is

Marketing and Brand Management from Oxford
Brookes University.
Xenia toured Europe performing in classical
ballets and she has also taught students at
Dance United Yorkshire. She also stage
managed for Flight Effect Dance Company and
Gradient Company.
Xenia has been a self-employed model for over
ten years, working with a number of local
companies as well as international brands such
as OnePlus, Asos, SONY, Wella and Rankin
Creative. Xenia has been published in MOB
Journal, Moevir, Vulkan, Edith and more. She
opened Zavod Studio in Sheffield in 2021.
passionate about music education and chairs
the Sheffield
Music
Academy.
She is proud
to be part of
several
awardwinning BBC
teams. Trisha
is delighted to
be supporting
Tala and her
production of No Time Like The Present.

Sile Sibanda, Compere

age of 12 and speaking at the House of Lords.

Sile Sibanda is a spoken word performer,
workshop
facilitator,
award winning
BBC Radio
presenter,
events, stage
and q&a host.
She has been
involved in
creative and
community
projects for
over 12 years starting with a glee club at the

Recently Sile has been facilitating creative
writing workshops for various organisations
including Grimm and Co, Artful and Creative
Lives. She is an active part of the Writing
Collective Hive and hosted open mics and
events for Hive. She also hosted a conversation
with former Sheffield Lord Mayor Magid Magid
for the Off the Shelf Festival and Munroe
Bergdorf for SheFest.
In 2019, she won BBC Radio Sheffield “This is
me” competition and subsequently became the
host of the evening show.
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REHEARSAL IMAGES
Images from our residency at The Civic, Barnsley, in rehearsals for the full
performance run, August 2022.
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SUPPORT US
No Time Like The Present is a funding-dependent
production and we have been able to produce it
through the generosity of our supporters. Any
donations you can make to Tala Lee-Productions
go a long way to helping with future events and
performances. Please contact us if you are able to
help in any way.
Thank you to everyone who made this production
possible:
Arts Council England
Sheffield Culture Consortium
Sheffield City Council
Wentworth Woodhouse Preservation Trust
The Civic, Barnsley
M & R Norris
pECM Systems Ltd.
Green Electrical & Plumbing Supplies Ltd.
SAINT Consultancy Services
New Era Development
Tom Lee Associates Ltd.
Maisie and Michelle Thorne
And to many, many more who have contributed to
my artistic and personal journey, providing
countless advice and help along the way. Thank
you so much!
www.talaleeturton.com
@talaleeturton
info@talaleeturton.com
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TALA LEE-TURTON PRODUCTIONS
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